Subject: Servicing and Repairing of the vehicle No. DLICM-2216 regarding.

Sealed quotations are invited by the Directorate of National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 for servicing and repairing of vehicle No. DLICM-2216 (TATA Safari) details are given below:-

1. Servicing of the vehicle
2. Head Light to be check
3. Right side and Left side footrest change
4. Seat Dry-cleaning of the vehicle
5. Staring cover

Interested bidders/firms should submit unit rates separately for the above items. The duly filled quotation Super Scribing “Quotations for servicing and repairing of vehicles No. DLICM-2216 in sealed cover and sent by Registered Post/Speed Post only in the following addressed to The Director, National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 must be submitted to this Directorate of NVBDCP so as to reach by 08th January, 2015 No quotations will be accepted after due date or by Hand.

Yours faithfully,

(G.D. KHULBE)
Administrative Officer
For Director
Dated the: 16.12.2014

Subject: - Servicing and Repairing of the vehicle No. DLICG-4604 regarding.

Sealed quotations are invited by the Directorate of National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 for servicing and repairing of vehicle No. DLICG-4604 (Ambassador) details are given below:

1. Servicing of the vehicle
2. AC to be check
3. Miter to be check
4. Pollution check
5. Seat Dry-cleaning of the vehicle

Interested bidders/firms should submit unit rates separately for the above items. The duly filled quotation Super Scribing "Quotations for servicing and repairing of vehicles No. DLICG-4604 in sealed cover and sent by Registered Post/Speed Post only in the following addressed to The Director, National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 must be submitted to this Directorate of NVBDCP so as to reach by 08th January, 2015 No quotations will be accepted after due date or by Hand.

Yours faithfully,

(G.D. KHULBE)
Administrative Officer
For Director
Dated the: 16.12.2014

Subject: - Servicing and Repairing of the vehicle No. DLICJ-3876 regarding.

Sealed quotations are invited by the Directorate of National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 for servicing and repairing of vehicle No. DLICJ-3876 (TATA Safari) details are given below:

1. Servicing of the vehicle
2. Clutch and Break to be check
3. All rubber biding to be check
4. Pollution check
5. Jack kit one

Interested bidders/firms should submit unit rates separately for the above items. The duly filled quotation Super Scribing "Quotations for servicing and repairing of vehicles No. DLICJ-3876 " in sealed cover and sent by Registered Post/Speed Post only in the following addressed to The Director, National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 must be submitted to this Directorate of NVBDCP so as to reach by 08th January, 2015. No quotations will be accepted after due date or by Hand.

Yours faithfully,

(G.D. KHULBE)
Administrative Officer
For Director
Subject: - Servicing and Repairing of the vehicle No. DLICJ-3877 regarding.

Sealed quotations are invited by the Directorate of National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 for servicing and repairing of vehicle No. DLICJ-3877 (TATA Sumo) details are given below:-

1. Servicing of the vehicle
2. Pollution check
3. Jack Kit

Interested bidders/firms should submit unit rates separately for the above items. The duly filled quotation Super Scribing “Quotations for servicing and repairing of vehicles No. DLICJ-3877 ” in sealed cover and sent by Registered Post/Speed Post only in the following addressed to The Director, National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 must be submitted to this Directorate of NVBDCP so as to reach by 08th January, 2015 No quotations will be accepted after due date or by Hand.

Yours faithfully,

(G.D. KHULBE)
Administrative Officer
For Director
Dated the:16.12.2014

Subject:- Servicing and Repairing of the vehicle No. DLICM-2217 regarding.

Sealed quotations are invited by the Directorate of National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22 Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 for servicing and repairing of vehicle No. DLICM-2217 (TATA Safari) details are given below:-

1. Servicing of the vehicle  
2. Suspension to be check  
3. Wheel nut to be check and 19 No. goti  
4. Side Plastic cover change  
5. Wiper to be check  
6. Light to be check  
7. AC to be check  
8. Radiator to be check  
9. Pollution check  
10. Clutch to be check  
11. Timing Belt to be check

Interested bidders/firms should submit unit rates separately for the above items. The duly filled quotation Super Scribing "Quotations for servicing and repairing of vehicles No. DLICM-2217 " in sealed cover and sent by Registered Post/Speed Post only in the following addressed to The Director, National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 must be submitted to this Directorate of NVBDCP so as to reach by 08th January, 2015 No quotations will be accepted after due date or by Hand.

Yours faithfully,

(G.D. KHULBE)  
Administrative Officer  
For Director
Subject: Servicing and Repairing of the vehicle No. DLICM-2214 regarding.

Sealed quotations are invited by the Directorate of National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 for servicing and repairing of vehicle No. DLICM-2214 (TATA Safari) details are given below:-

1. Wash the vehicle and clear condenser with compressed air
2. Engine Oil changed
3. Oil filter changed
4. Air filter changed
5. Wash the Redirector
6. Change coolant in the cooling System
7. coolant bottle to be new change
8. Seat Dry-cleaning with seat Belt
9. Four Tyre new change Bridgestone make
10. Check all Drive belts required change it damaged
11. All greass Attend if necessary
12. Check condition of Rubber fushes replace if necessary
13. Break to be check and clutch to be check
14. Check & Top Up fluids if required and battery elected

Interested bidders/firms should submit unit rates separately for the above items. The duly filled quotation Super Scribing "Quotations for servicing and repairing of vehicles No. DLICM-2217 " in sealed cover and sent by Registered Post/Speed Post only in the following addressed to The Director, National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 must be submitted to this Directorate of NVBDCP so as to reach by 08th January, 2015 No quotations will be accepted after due date or by Hand.

Yours faithfully,

(G.D. KHULBE)
Administrative Officer
For Director
Dated the: 16.12.2014

Subject:- Servicing and Repairing of the vehicle No. DLICF-6049 regarding.

Sealed quotations are invited by the Directorate of National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 for servicing and repairing of vehicle No. DLICF-6049 (Ambassador) details are given below:-

1. Servicing of the vehicle
2. Silencer to be check
3. Break to be check
4. Diggi Lock to be check
5. Speed Meter to be check
6. Wipper to be check
7. Pollution to be check

Interested bidders/firms should submit unit rates separately for the above items. The duly filled quotation Super Scribing “Quotations for servicing and repairing of vehicles No. DLICF-6049 in sealed cover and sent by Registered Post/Speed Post only in the following addressed to The Director, National Vector Borne Disease Control Programme, 22-Sham Nath Marg, Delhi-110054 must be submitted to this Directorate of NVBDCP so as to reach by 08th January, 2015. No quotations will be accepted after due date or by Hand.

Yours faithfully,

(G.D. KHALIBE)
Administrative Officer
For Director